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THE PROCESS OF SPALL FRACTURE 

G. I. Kanel' and L. G. Chernykh UDC 532.593 

Many investigations of spall phenomena after the emergence of the compression pulse to the free surface of a speci- 
men show that the strength value realized in spalling depends on the characteristic time of action of the load. A number of 
studies [ 1-4] propose discrete criteria for spall fracture which determine the possibility of failure in terms of the value of the 
tensile stress and the time during which it acts at a particular cross section of the specimen. However, on the one hand, the 
load at any cross section may, in general, vary arbitrarily, and on the other hand, the failure process itself leads to a drop in 
the tensile stress, which makes the actual application of the discrete spall criteria difficult. The authors of [5-7] discuss the 
possibility of introducing a continuous measure of failure into the spall criterion; such a measure may be the dimensions and 
number of the cracks in the specimen, the residual strength of a half-ruptured specimen, etc. Experimental information on 
the failure process can be obtained from a metallographic analysis of preserved specimens [5, 6], or from experiments on the 
continuous recording of the velocity of the free surface of the specimen when a compression pulse and a "spall" pulse 
emerge onto it [8-11 ]. It is impossible at the present time to obtain continuous quantitative information directly from the 
failure zone. 

In the present article we consider the effect of the kinetics of failure on the gas dynamics of a wave process. In the 
gas-dynamic analysis of a phenomenon, it is most convenient to use the specific volume of a crack, v ,  as the measure of 
the failure. The shear strength of the medium will be disregarded in what follows. The rate of growth of the cracks (or 
pores), as can be deduced from general considerations [6, 7], is determined by the value of the negative pressure p acting on 
the material and by the degree of failure achieved, vc, : 

Vet --=/(p, Vet), (1) 

Barbee et al. [6] have proposed specific expressions for the failure kinetics of (1), which are based on a model of exponential 
generation and ductile growth of the cracks. 

In order to see what kind of information concerning the effect of continuous failure on the gas dynamics of the 
process can be obtained in general form, we shall follow the change of state of a substance along the characteristics in a 
linear material, i.e., in a material whose equation of state has the form 

p~- ( 0p ') _ a 2 (2) 
~ 5 - b - ) ~ = = c o n , ~  - = c o ~ s t ,  

where p, 0 o are the instantaneous and initial values of the density of the substance. The specific volume of the failed 
medium, v, consists of the volume of the solid material, Vso v and the volume of the cracks, vet: 

v = Vsol+ Vet. (3) 

The equations of motion and continuity, taking account of (1)-(3), for a one-dimensional case have in Lagrangian 
coordinates the form 
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where u is the mass velocity of  the substance,  h is a Lagrangian coordinate. 

To determine the characteristic directions, we express the derivatives with respect to time in the system of equations 
(1)-(4), which describe the motion of  the failed medium in terms of  the derivatives d/dt in the direction dh/dt = X: 

4 Op ~, Ou du, 
Po oh " ~  = --  -~/" 

Op | Ou ~ a a  ~ Ove~ dp ,,2,,~ dyer (5) 
~ ' ~ - - P o  a ~ ' - - ~ O  "~'---- 'Ti '--Vo~" "~', 

oh - ~t - -  f (P' Vet)" 

By definition, the selected direction X will be characteristic in the case when the determinant of  the system (5) 
vanishes. From this we determine X = +._a, X = 0, and consequently the characteristics in the case under consideration, as 
in a nonrelaxing medium, are straight lines with inclination dh/dt = +_a and a particle trajectory h = const. 

The derivatives of  the mass velocity and the motions along the characteristics C+, taking (2)-(4) into consideration, 
have the form 

du C+ Ou i Op Ov~ 
d"'T Ot  p0 a ot -+- P0a o--/" 

dp]  ~ Op Ou 'du 2 ~. " 
" ~  c+ o-T - -  9oa --~ = --  p~ ~ c+ + 9 ~  cr. 

(6) 

Analogously, along the characteristics C_, 

P~ c_--  p~a!Vcr (7) 

From (6), (7) it can be seen that when ~r > 0, the trajectories of  the change of  state along the characteristics in the coor- 
dinates p, u deviate from the straight lines p = •  + const, defined by the Riemann invariants, in the direction of  
higher pressure. 

We consider the variation of  the amplitude of  a tension wave after reflection from a free surface of  a triangular 
compression pulse being propagated in a positive direction. We shall indicate by + the states immediately in front of  the 
tension jump, and by - the states immediately behind the jump. For a rarefaction jump being propagated in a negative 
direction, the Rankine-Hugoniot  condition is satisfied: 

p :  --  p+ -- "poa (u -  - -  u+). (8) 

Bearing in mind that the reflected wave is superimposed on the incident simple compression wave, for which 
{r T = 0 and dp = poadu, we find from (7), (8) that 

1 . I  -(.) where Po = ~ - -  -- "~  
2 dt IC + h 

d p  = 2 a l p  I d p _}_ " " t 2 ~. " 
' d t  [ +--  ~ P~a'Ver= 2p~ + Y p~ Vet0' 

c-- c _  c -  
(9) 

is the rate of  change of  the pressure in the incident pulse at the moment when the tension 

jump approaches the given particle; vro is the initial rate of  failure immediately behind the jump. According to (9), when 

vet o > 0, the growth in the amplitude of  the tension wave takes place more slowly than in the case of  an unfailed medium. 
This deduction must be taken into consideration when we determine the spall strength of  materials. As an example, we 
shall consider the case when the rate of  failure is a linear function of  the pressure: 

Vcro(P) = - -  2 A p - / 9 ~  a~. 

For an incident triangular pulse (I~ o = const) we can integrate (9) to obtain an expression for the amplitude of  the tension 
wave 

h - -  h o 

where h o is the coordinate of  the free surface of  the specimen. According to (9), (10), the amplitude of  the tension 
wave" asymptotically approaches a value determined by the condition 
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 c,o= - p -  = 2";ol.4. 

Information on spallirlg was obtained on the free surface of  a specimen in the form of a compression wave (a spall 
pulse) resulting in an increase of  the experimentally recorded velocity of  the surface, w(t). We shall consider the conditions 
on the characteristics which correspond to a minimum on the profile of  w(t). 

It is obvious that the minimum on the profile of  w(t) corresponds to a confluence of  the trajectories of  the change 
of state along the C+ characteristics. It can be shown that when ;r > 0, at a point of  confluence the trajectories of  the 
change of  state along the characteristics C+ and C_  have a common tangent. To see this, we note that otherwise when the 
trajectory of  the change of  state along the characteristic C _  passes through a point of  confluence the conditions 

d., c_ = 0 and-~t I 0 must be satisfied, and according to (7), this is possible only when {,= = 0. Taking account of  the d"7 c_-- 

fact that dt c+--  ~ C_ 2 T/" and ~7"1c+---~/-ic_= 2 - ~ ,  we arrive at the conclusion that at the point of  confluence the 

trajectories of  the change of  state for a fixed particle along the characteristics C+ and C have a common tangent. 

Further investigation of  the process was carried out by numerical simulation of  the phenomenon. Using the finite- 
difference method, we solved on a computer the one-dimensional gasdynamics problem of the flow in a failed plate after 
the emergence of a compression pulse of  triangular or square shape onto the free surface of  the plate. The problem was 
solved in the acoustic approximation [an equation of  state in the form (2)] and the hydrodynamic approximation. In the 
acoustic approximation the problem was solved by the method of  characteristics; the calculation step with respect to time 
was taken equal to At = Ah/a, where Ah was the calculation step in the spatial dimension. The length of  the incident 
compression pulse was taken equal to the thickness of the plate. The solution in the hydrodynamic approximation was 
obtained by the transverse method using a checkerboard network and quadratic pseudoductility [12]. The equation of  
state was given in the form 

r( p=poc~[exp Z'.bV~ / b, 

where v0 = t/p0; c0, b are constants in the linear approximation of the shock-wave adiabat of  the substance D = c o + bu. 

The calculation of  the change of  state at each time layer in both cases was carried out in two stages, in the first of  
which we assumed that the failure process was frozen, while in the second we froze the gasdynamic process and carried 
out the calculation of  the failure with constant v, u. The new pressure values resulting from the failure were taken as the 
initial values for the following gas-dynamic step. The density and compressibility of  the investigated medium were taken 
to correspond to iron. The failure kinetics (1) were varied. 

Some of the calculations were carried out by using the kinetics of  the ductile growth of  cracks [6]: 

Uc r = - -p  [Vcr + Vdro(p) l/k, (11) 

where k is a constant similar in dimension and physical meaning to ductility, Veto(p) is a function of  pressure which deter- 
mines the initial rate of failure and which can be treated as the rate of  generation of  centers of  failure or the initial distri- 
bution of  potential centers of failure in the material. We carried out calculations with two types of  functions v o(p): 

Vcr 0 = v*exp (p/p*); (12) 

Figure 1 shows the results of  the calculations in the acoustic approximation for the velocity w(t) of  the free surface 
of  the plate for the case of failure kinetics in the form (11), (12) with constants k = 2"10 3 g ' c m  "1 "sec -1 , v* = 10 -13 cm 3 .g-l, 
p* = -1"10 9 g'cm'l"sec -2. Qualitatively the calculated profiles are found to be similar to those recorded experimentally 
[8-11]; we observe an increase in the value of w(t), due to the emergence onto the surface of  information concerning the 
spall, and observe subsequent damped oscillations in the velocity w in the process of  reverberation of the spall pulse. 
Typical profiles of  the pressure p(t) in the failure zone are shown in Fig. 2. In the same figure, using the same time scale, 
we show the profiles for the velocity of  the free surface, w(t), and the specific volume of  the cracks, vet(t), for the case 
k = t.25.10 ~, v* = 3.10 -1~, p* = --1"t09. The numbers next to the curves indicate the distance l (in millimeters) from 
the free surface of  the specimen. The failure process leads to a decrease in the value of  the negative pressure. Figure 3 
shows the distribution curves for the degree of  failure, vet(l), over the thickness of  the specimen, calculated for the same 
failure-kinetics constants. The numbers next to the curves correspond to the interval of  time (in microseconds) from the 
moment when the compression-pulse front emerges onto the free surface of a plate 4 mm thick. It can be seen that calcula- 
tions using the kinetics of  (1 i), (12) yield a blurred failure region. Figure 4 shows part of  the p - u  diagram, obtained by 
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calculation, of  the process in the region of  confluence of  the trajectories of  the change of  state along the characteristics. 
As was to be expected, the variation in the amplitude of  the tension wave as it is propagated from the free surface into the 
interior of  the plate or specimen is asymptotic in nature. The failure process can lead to a change not only in the value but 
also in the sign of  the inclination of  the trajectories of  the change of  state along the characteristics C+ and C_.  At the point  
of  confluence of  the trajectories of  the change of state along the characteristics C+, the calculation indicates that they are 
tangent to the trajectories of  the change of  state along C _  and along k = const, and the inclination of the tangent is close 

to the ventrical OUot duat I c + - -  d'~t c_  ~ O. ..In accordance with (4), (6), (7), it  follows from this that at the point  of  

confluence 

Ov = O, Op 2 ~ ;Over 
0--7- " ~  = 9~ 0"--7" (14) 

Qualitatively the wave propagating in the positive direction from the failure zone can be represented as the super- 
position of  two waves - the unloading part of  the incident pulse and the compression wave appearing as a result of the 
failure. The minimum on the profile of  w(t) in this case can be treated, as equality in absolute magnitude of  the values of  
1~o in the incident rarefaction wave and in the compression wave resulting from the failure. Taking account of  (14), we 
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can get from this some idea of the primary estimate for the failure kinetics (1) on the basis of a series of profiles of w(t) 
obtained in experiments with different rates of pressure drop in the incident pulse. 

The model calculations show that the kinetics of ductile growth of cracks (11), (12) can ensure qualitative similarity 
between the calculated and experimental profiles of w(t) and functional dependence on the characteristic length of the 
incident pulse of the value of the drop in w from the maximum to the first minimum. However, in the calculation using 
these kinetics, we cannot reproduce muItiple spalling [ 1 ], the failure zone is found to be more blurred than the zone 
observed experimentally [6], and the amplitude of the spall pulse is reduced as the steepness of the incident pulse increases. 
Using the function Vcr o (p) with saturation in the form (13) aggravates these deficiencies. A comparison with the experimen- 
tal data leads to the assumption that in reality the failure process takes place more rapidly and sharply and that '~ must 

El? 

depend more strongly on Vcr. At the same time it would be desirable to find a singIe failure kinetics that would reconcile 
the results of the investigations of spall failure and tests on the durability of specimens under load [ 1 I, 13 ]. To satisfy 
these requirements, we can use a failure kinetics ba the form 

Vet= --sp exp (p/Pk + ~erlvk), (15) 

where s, PR, VR are constants of the material. For constant loading the failure time up to a given value of vcr and the maxi- 
mum failure time are obtained by integrating (15): 

~c = --Vk[l - -  exp (--ver/Vk)] exp (--p/pk)/sp, 
Tmax = --vk exp (--P/Pk)/sp.~, 

where p < 0. Thus, (15) yields a nearly exponential relation for the durability of the specimen under load as a function of 
the applied tensile stress, as is observed experimentally. Examples of profiles calculated in the hydrodynamic approximation, 
using (15), where s ---- t0 -9 em 4- g-Z-see, Pk= --3"t09 g "em-l"see'2, Vk= 6"10-5 em3"g -1, are shown in Fig. 5. As was to be 

expected, the use of the kinetic relation (15) led to an increase in the amplitude of the spall pulse and a narrowing of the 
failure zone. We also observe multiple spalling. 

Thus, the idea of a continuous process of failure, using the specific volume of the cracks as the measure of failure, 
can ensure a description of the results of investigations of spail phenomena by comparing the data of experiments and model 
calculations. Analysis shows the presence of a number of gasdynamics properties of the process of spall failure, which can 
be used to obtain additional experimental information concerning failure kinetics. Thus, it seems entirely possible to use 
the influence of failure on the law o f  variation of the amplitude of the tension wave in order to estimate the initial rate of 
the process. To clarify the specific fundamental form of the failure kinetics (1) of different materials and determine the 
quantitative characteristics of the kinetics, further experimental and theoretical investigations must be carried out. 
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